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4 RUNNING  
SUMMARY OF BENEFITS

The key features in the category of Running include:

DuoMax - A firmer midsole foam that provides the unstable, 

medially deviated foot with a supportive layer of firm foam that 

reduces the effects of over-pronated feet.

FlyteFoam - A newly designed midsole that combines two 

different molecular structures providing a light weight cushioned 

supportive platform but with improved energy-rebound.

 

Trusstic - A midfoot brace that provides midsole support for 

the shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

Discrete Eyestay - An anatomical lacing system that offers a 

dynamic fit system to improve comfort and secure feel.

SpEVA 55 - The foot is cushioned by a stable foam platform 

of rubber with a density (SpEVA 55) that offers protective 

cushioning.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot 

from high impact loads of running.

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Rubber) - Located on the outer sole 

of the shoe and helps to reduce excessive wear.

PHF - A heel foam that cushions the Rearfoot-achilles region to 

enhance comfort and fit of the heel within the shoe.

Midsole Ramp 10-12mm - Reducing load on the calf and 

achilles region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active 

growth plates.

FluidRide - A combination of two different rubber compounds 

providing a unique midsole platform of support and cushioning 

that strengthens the midsole platform of the shoe offering a 

stable base of cushioning and support.

Solyte Midsole - A light weight midsole material that combines 

ASICS traditional EVA and SpEVA to promote a layer of protective 

cushioning and shoe durability.

Propulsion Plate - Structural engineering of the Forefoot 

providing a stable platform for propulsion-toe off.

SpEVA - A lightweight EVA midsole material that increases load 

attenuation while supporting the midsole unit for longevity. 

Guidance Line - A feature of the outsole that runs from the 

Rearfoot to the Forefoot to help guide the foot from heel strike 

to toe off.

Removable Sockliner - An anatomical moulded support for the 

foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort 

and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using 

orthotics.

Biomechanical Heel Counter - An external shoe support 

that has a variety of configurations to accommodate a medially 

deviated Rearfoot, a lateral unstable foot or neutral foot type.

 

Clutch Counter - A modification to the heel of the shoe that 

provides a flexible support that conforms to different heel shapes 

enhancing the fit qualities of the shoe.

Dynamic DuoMax - An upgrade of the normal DuoMax helping 

to distribute pressure whilst still maintaining stability and 

improving comfort.

Blown Rubber/Flex Grooves - Providing a comfortable 

Forefoot platform to optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion 

efficiency.

FluidFit - An engineered mesh that conforms to different foot 

shapes enabling a glove like sensation providing a better fit and 

comfort. 

3M Reflectivity - A safety feature ensuring shoe visibility when 

used in darker conditions.

The Sports Medicine Australia recommended range of ASICS Running shoes include 14 different models.  

These shoes cater for a wide variety of foot shapes, accommodating the very unstable foot that needs support and stability  

to the efficient runner who will benefit from a neutral shoe and those who want a light weight racing shoe. 

FEATURES



SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM  
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION  
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR5

The GEL-KAYANO 24 is a premium running shoe offer for the 

serious, dedicated runner. It is packed with features to protect 

the body and enable an efficient comfortable ride.

A new technology is seen in the midsole (FlyteFoam) offering 

greater cushioning but with less weight. The shoe continues 

to offer stability features such as DuoMax, a stable outsole 

(Guidance Line) and midfoot bracing (Trusstic Brace) that 

provides a stable midsole unit with cushioning features. Runners 

will enjoy the engineered mesh upper that has no stitching.

The GEL-KAYANO 24 is a premium running shoe offer for the 

serious, dedicated runner. It is packed with features to protect 

the body and enable an efficient comfortable ride. The 2017 

model features a new upper design that improves shoe fit and 

function. 

OUTSOLE: AHAR (a high abrasion resistance rubber) minimises 

the effects of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of 

the outsole. The strategically placed Forefoot Flex Grooves and 

Blown Rubber outsole offers load attenuation, a stable outsole 

base of support and thus a generous Forefoot platform that will 

promote comfort when compared to stiffer outsole units.

MIDSOLE: A 10-12mm midsole ramp supported by new 

technology (FlyteFoam) provides a unique midsole platform 

of flexible cushioning that is lighter in weight than previous 

midsoles but maintains stability with Dynamic DuoMax and the 

midfoot Trusstic Brace. A medial and lateral connected Trusstic 

midfoot brace that links the Rearfoot with the Forefoot improving 

shoe durability and torsional stiffness. The laterally placed 

Guidance Line provides capacity for full ground contact support, 

a key feature to optimise shoe support and foot stability.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: This years model sees the 

introduction of a no seam engineered mesh with welded panels 

and 3D printing resulting in a true biomorphic fit that enables 

the foot and shoe to move in unison. These features combine to 

offer a glove like fitting mechanism along with several shoe width 

options and an anatomical Removable mounded Sockliner. The 

2017 updated enhance the interation between the foot and the 

shoe. SHOE FIT: US 7-16 Narrow to Wide fit (2A, B, D, 2E, 4E).

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 24

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at the heel 

strike zone ensures shoe durability and longevity, while the Blown 

Rubber Forefoot and strategically placed ex grooves optimise 

comfort and Forefoot propulsion effciency.

The midsole construction is individualised for men and 

women enabling a more supportive platform for the male and 

more specific midsole cushioned unit for females thereby 

acknowledging differences between the anatomical running 

characteristics of the genders. FluidRide is ASICS specific 

midsole technology combining two different rubber compounds 

providing a unique midsole platform of support and cushioning.

The platform is reinforced by Dynamic DuoMax, a medial and 

lateral connected Trusstic bridge and strategically placed lateral 

Guidance Line. These features combine to improve midfoot 

support , shoe durability, minimise torsional shoe bending. The 

result is a supportive propulsive platform for the transition from 

midfoot to propulsion running.

The shoe is individualised for the user by FluidFit, an upper shoe 

material that conforms to different foot shapes enabling a glove 

like sensation. Discrete lacing, a clutch counter, a Removable 

Moulded Sockliner that sits within the shoe all improve the fit and 

comfort ensuring the shoe is individualised to the user.

THE BENEFITS

RRP
$260GEL-KAYANO 24

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T749N.9590 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16 DARK GREY/BLACK/FIERY RED

T7A0N.5656 (2E) 8-12,12.5,13,14,15,16 SMOKE BLUE/SMOKE BLUE/DARK BLUE

T7A1N.9390 (4E) 8-12,12.5,13,14,15,16 SILVER/BLACK/MID GREY

T749N.9090 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16 BLACK/BLACK/CARBON

T749N.8290 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16 DARK FORREST/BLACK/SAFETY YELLOW

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T799N.1701 5-11,12,13 SEASHELL PINK/WHITE/BEGONIA PINK

T7A5N.5649 (D) 6-11,12,13 SMOKE BLUE/DARK BLUE/CANTELOUPE

T7A7N.3320 (2A) 5-11,12,13 PRUNE/PINK GLOW/WHITE

T799N.9090 5-11,12,13 BLACK/BLACK/CARBON

T799N.9601 5-11,12,13 GLACIER GREY/WHITE/CARBON



STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR6

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T756N.9611 (D) 6-11,12,13 MID GREY/STONE GREY/CANTELOUPE

RRP

$230GT-3000 5
MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T706N.4549 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15 VICTORIA BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/SAFETY YELLOW

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

THE BENEFITS

Runners don’t have to tear up their feet to tear up their next

training session. The GT-3000 5 is the most structured shoe

in the ASICS 000 range and has been engineered to support

unstable runners through the longest, most challenging runs.

Rigid and durable for controlled running, the GT-3000 5’s AHAR

rubber outsole cuts down on excessive wear, while the trademark

Blown Rubber and Flex Grooves cushion the blow as legs get

tired. With ASICS’s trademark DuoMax and Dynamic Trusstic

Technology, as well as FluidRide and Rear and Forefoot GEL

pads, this shoe gives firm support to even the most severe over

pronators.

OUTSOLE: Durability by AHAR (a high abrasion resistance

rubber) minimises the effects of uneven outsole wear and

prolongs the integrity of the outsole. The strategically placed

Forefoot Flex Grooves and Blown Rubber outsole offers load

attenuation, a stable outsole base of support and thus a

generous Forefoot platform that will promote comfort when

compared to stiffer outsole units.

MIDSOLE: Configuration involves many protective features

for the moderately unstable foot. The 10-12mm midsole ramp

de-loads the forces of running to the calves, shins and achilles

regions and this in combination with Dynamic DuoMax (plugs

within the midsole that individualise the ride by supporting

medial foot loads at designated areas) and the Guided Trusstic

that braces the midfoot, reduces torsional instability and

improves the function of the Guidance Line enhances full ground

contact support, a key feature to optimise shoe support and

foot stability. Gender specific cushioning is clever, setting the

technology apart from competitors and even other models within

the ASICS range.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Discrete lacing, Clutch Counter,

heel foam, Bunion Widow (to accommodate poorly aligned toes)

and an anatomical Removable Moulded Sockliner all improve the

fit and comfort ensuring the shoe is individualised to the user.

SHOE FIT: US 6-13; Standard -Very Wide fit (D,4E).

The midsole construction, critical for the ride of the shoe

includes a medial stability platform for unstable feet, reinforced

at the midfoot heightening shoe durability and torsional support.

Midsole cushioning and load attenuation is achieved with

FluidRide (a combination of two different rubber compounds

providing a unique midsole platform of support and cushioning,

Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL crash pads for load attenuation

at impact and propulsion, cushioning for male and female

runners providing customisation that is gender specific. Other

features such as moulded anatomical Sockliner prepared with

anti-microbial properties and 3M Reflectivity for running safely in

dark conditions all contribute to a shoe that has many features to

cushion, support and protect the runner.



RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR7

The GT-2000 6 has seen some significant upgrades, including 

a newly refined Internal Heel Counter and a fully seamless upper 

incorporating additional medial support. A new midsole material 

also helps ensure that this is lightest GT-2000 ever. FlyteFoam 

is introduced into the midsole with a SpEVA top layer.  This 

combination of foams provide a cushioned, responsive and light 

ride, whilst maintaining durability and longevity. Iconic ASICS 

features remain such as strategically placed Rear & Forefoot 

GEL to aid in shock attenuation, as well as Dynamic DuoMax, 

Guidance Line and Guidance Trusstic to provide support and 

ensure a smooth transition from ground strike to toe off.  

Ideal for those runners who require moderate support and 

protection.  The shoe caters for a wide range of foot widths from 

Narrow (2A) to very wide (4E).

The GT-2000 6 has seen some significant upgrades, including 

a newly refined Internal Heel Counter and a fully seamless upper 

incorporating additional medial support.  A new midsole material 

also helps ensure that this is lightest GT-2000 ever.  

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with  

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Resistance Rubber) minimising the 

effects of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of the 

outsole.  Blown Rubber in the Forefoot and strategically placed 

Flex Grooves optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency

MIDSOLE: The use of FlyteFoam combined with Dynamic 

DuoMax offers a blend of responsive cushioning and medial 

support. The 10mm pitch deloads the forces of running to the 

calfs, shins and achilles regions.  This in combination with 

a lateral to medial Guided Trusstic individualises the ride by 

supporting medial foot loads at designated areas along the 

medial aspect of the midsole. This configuration while bracing 

the foot, reduces torsional instability. The Guidance Line running 

from rear to front enhances full ground contact support, a key 

feature to optimise shoe support and foot stability. 

 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Entirely seamless upper with 

minimal overlays provides a comfortable and breathable fit, 

whilst the new Midfoot support system on the medial side 

provides protection to that overpronator or hyper mobile foot 

type.  A new adaptive Internal Heel Counter provides excellent 

heel fit and accommodates orthotics nicely if required.  Internally 

the Heel Counter uses a combination of Nylon/Spandex for 

comfort and improved durability.  Anatomical OrthoLite X40 

Sockliners also help provide an individualised fit and feel to the 

wearer.

SHOE FIT: US 6-17 Standard & wide fittings (2A, B, D, 2E, 4E) 

A stability running shoe for the moderate overpronator. The new 

FlyteFoam midsole provides a cushioned yet responsive ride, 

whilst maintaining resilience and the longevity of the shoe. The 

introduction of FlyteFoam is the primary reason for this being the 

lightest GT-2000 ever. 

The new adaptive Internal Heel Counter provides excellent heel fit 

to minimise any risk of slippage and a Nylon/Spandex heel lining 

improves cushioning, comfort and durability. A new seamless 

upper ensures a comfortable, breathable fit with the Midfoot 

support system providing medial protection if required.

 

THE BENEFITS
STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200GT-2000 6

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T806N.4549 (2E) 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16,17 IMPERIAL/INDIGO BLUE/SHOCKING ORANGE

T807N.4549 (4E) 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16,17 IMPERIAL/INDIGO BLUE/SHOCKING ORANGE

T805N.9001 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16,17 BLACK/WHITE/CARBON

T805N.9590 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16,17 DARK GREY/BLACK/FIERY RED

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T856N.4949 (D) 6-11,12,13 INDIGO BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/SMOKE BLUE

T858N.4949 (2A) 6-11,12,13 INDIGO BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/SMOKE BLUE

T857N.4949 (2E) 6-11,12,13 INDIGO BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/SMOKE BLUE

T855N.9001 6-11,12,13 BLACK/WHITE/CARBON

T855N.2190 6-11,12,13 BRIGHT ROSE/BLACK/WHITE



RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR8

The GEL-GT1000 (6) is a protective shoe for those runners who 

require moderate support and protection. A very similar shoe to 

the GT2000 without all the features. Protective and cushioning 

features of the shoe include DuoMax, Trusstic Brace, SpEVA 55. 

The use of an AHAR outsole and Blown Rubber/ Flex Grooves 

provides a comfortable yet durable outsole. A revolutionary new 

upper will improve the fit and comfort of the shoe. A Removable 

Sockliner, and many fitting options caters for a wide variety of foot 

shapes.

OUTSOLE: AHAR (a high abrasion resistance rubber) minimises 

the effects of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of 

the outsole. The strategically placed Forefoot Flex Grooves and 

Blown Rubber outsole offers load attenuation, a stable outsole-

base of support and thus a generous Forefoot platform that will 

promote comfort when compared to stiffer outsole units.

MIDSOLE: Configuration involves protection features for the 

moderately unstable foot. The 10-12mm midsole ramp de-loads 

the forces of running to the calfs, shins and achilles regions and 

this in combination with DuoMax (a dual-density midsole system) 

positioned to increase support and stability. A hardened EVA 

Trusstic positioned at the midfoot of the shoe combines to offer a 

stable platform thereby improving midfoot shoe stability and thus 

shoe durability and torsional support for the unstable foot. Load 

attenuation is achieved with Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL pads to 

counter the forces at the impact strike zone and the propulsion 

phase of running.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: This years model sees the 

introduction of a no seam engineered mesh with welded panels 

and 3D printing resulting in a true biomorphic fit that enables the 

foot and shoe to move in unison. The result is a more efficient 

ride, enhanced comfort and improved fit. Along with several shoe 

width options and an anatomical Removable Moulded Sockliner, 

the 2017 updates enhances the interaction between the foot and 

the shoe.

SHOE FIT: US 7-17; Standard to Wide fit (B,D, 2E, 4E).

Comprises a medially placed high density yet light weight 

cushioned rubber Solyte 65. Further foot cushioning is achieved 

with Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL pads. There are two shoe widths 

(4E / D) and a Bunion Window to accommodate a broad foot 

while a Removable Moulded Sockliner that sits within the shoe 

improves the fit of the shoe.

THE BENEFITS

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$160GT-1000 6

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T7B0N.9007 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16,17 BLACK/SAFETY YELLOW/BLACK

T7A4N.9090 7-12,13,14,15,16,17 BLACK/BLACK/SILVER

T7B1N.9090 (4E) 7-12,13,14,15,16,17 BLACK/BLACK/SILVER

T7B1N.9658 (4E) 7-12,13,14,15,16,17 MID GREY/PEACOAT/DIRECTOIRE BLUE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T7B5N.1456 (D) 6-11,12 PORCELAIN BLUE/SMOKE BLUE/WHITE

T7A9N.9090 6-11,12 BLACK/BLACK/SILVER



STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

9 RUNNING  
NEUTRAL

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T859N.0601 6-11,12,13 BEGONIA PINK/WHITE/BATON ROUGE

T860N.5649 (D) 6-11,12,13 SMOKE BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/LAVENDER GREY

RRP

$200GEL-PURSUE 4
MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T809N.9090 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/BLACK/SILVER

T810N.4549 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 VICTORIA BLUE/DARK BLUE/SAFETY YELLOW

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

THE BENEFITS

The GEL-PURSUE 4 is a stable neutral shoe for those that 

require more torsional and medial stability than other styles 

in the cushioned category.  A new FlyteFoam midsole with a 

SpEVA top layer provides a cushioned and responsive ride whilst 

maintaining durability and longevity.  

Iconic ASICS features remain such as strategically placed Rear 

& Forefoot GEL to aid in shock attenuation, as well as Guidance 

Line and Guidance Trusstic to provide support and ensure a 

smooth transition from ground strike to toe off.  

A removable sockliner, new Internal Heel Counter and a sleek, 

seamless upper improves the fit and comfort of the shoe.

The GEL-PURSUE 4 is a neutral model for a runner that requires 

a cushioned yet responsive and torsionally stable platform.  It is 

the GT-2000 without Dynamic DuoMax.

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with  AHAR 

(ASICS High Abrasion Resistance Rubber) minimising the effects 

of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of the outsole.  

Blown Rubber in the Forefoot and strategically placed Flex 

Grooves optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency.

MIDSOLE:  A platform of responsive cushioning is obtained by 

FlyteFoam and enclosed GEL units that are strategically placed 

in the Rearfoot and Forefoot to reduce shock-impact loads.  A 

Trusstic running diagonally lateral to medial, resists the twisting-

turning forces of running. The Guidance Line from the rear to 

front of the shoe assists transition from Rearfoot strike to Midfoot 

support and Forefoot propulsion for the neutral foot type. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL:  The new Internal Heel Counter,  

seamless upper and OrthoLite Sockliners customise the fit, while 

an innovative lacing system supports the top of the foot.  The 

addition of the Nylon/Spandex heel lining improves cushioning 

and reduces heel wear.

SHOE FIT: US 6-16; Standard & wide fittings (B, D, 2E)

A stable, cushioned running shoe for the neutral to mildly 

unstable foot. A new FlyteFoam midsole with a SpEVA top layer 

provides a cushioned and responsive ride whilst maintaining 

durability and longevity. The Guidance Trusstic provides support 

and torsional stability while the addition of the Nylon/Spandex 

heel lining improves cushioning and reduces heel wear.



STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

10 RUNNING  
NEUTRAL

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T867N.9601 (D) 6-11,12,13 MID GREY/WHITE/PORCELIAN BLUE

RRP

$200GEL-FORTITUDE 8
MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T817N.4549 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16,17 VICTORIA BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/SULPHUR SPRING

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

THE BENEFITS

GEL-FORTITUDE 8 is a neutral cushioned shoe with an 

exceptionally stable platform. A Solyte, SpEVA midsole provides 

a responsive ride while a Guidance Line and reinforced Trusstic 

offers strong Midfoot support. A removable 8.5mm sockliner 

improves comfort and provides plenty of volume for orthotics if 

required.  

GEL-FORTITUDE 8 is a neutral shoe that still offers strong 

Midfoot support.  It is the GEL-Foundation without Dynamic 

DuoMax. 

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with 

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Resistance Rubber) on the outsole 

at the heel strike zone ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

strategically placed Flex Grooves optimise comfort and Forefoot 

propulsion efficiency.

MIDSOLE: A platform of Solyte, SpEVA cushioning is enhanced 

by GEL units that are strategically placed in the Rearfoot 

and Forefoot (both encased) to reduce shock-impact loads. 

A reinforced diagonal Trusstic supports the Midfoot while a 

guidance line assists transition from Rearfoot strike to Midfoot 

support and Forefoot propulsion. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A seamless engineered mesh 

upper with welded panelling resulting in a true biomorphic fit 

that enables the foot and shoe to move in unison. Removable 

8.5mm moulded Sockliners provide exceptional comfort but also 

provides plenty of depth when removed if orthotics are required.

SHOE FIT: US 6-17; Wide (D, 2E). 

A neutral running shoe for the mildly unstable foot that requires 

a combination of cushion and support. A seamless engineered 

mesh offers a true biomorphic fit while a reinforced diagonal 

Trusstic supports the Midfoot and provides exceptional torsional 

stability. The use of a Removable 8.5mm Moulded Sockliners 

provide exceptional comfort but also provides plenty of depth 

when removed if orthotics are required.  



11 RUNNING  
MAXIMUM SUPPORT

SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM  
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION  
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

The GEL-FOUNDATION 13 offers features to provide the 

unstable foot with maximum support and ultra stability. 

The key to this ultra supportive shoe is the midsole platform 

compromising of the high density Dynamic DuoMax, strategically 

placed lateral Guidance Line and a reinforced Midfoot Trusstic.  

These features provide midsole durability, torsional stiffness and 

a supportive full ground contact ride for unstable feet requiring 

maximum protection. 

The GEL-FOUNDATION 13 is the most supportive shoe within 

the range for the very unstable foot (hyper-pronated, ligamentous 

lax, medially deviated foot & running style). 

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with 

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Resistance Rubber) minimising the 

effects of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of the 

outsole.  Blown Rubber in the Forefoot and strategically placed 

Flex Grooves optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency. 

MIDSOLE:  The midsole platform comprises of of Solyte 65, 

SpEVA, Dynamic DuoMax and a reinforced lightweight Guidance 

Trusstic.  The componentry all work in unison to provide the foot 

with a torsionally stable and supportive platform that minimises 

excessive medial pronation.  A laterally placed Guidance Line 

provides capacity for full ground contact support, a key feature to 

assist with stabilising hyper mobile feet. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A seamless engineered mesh 

upper with welded panelling resulting in a true biomorphic fit 

that enables the foot and shoe to move in unison. Removable 

8.5mm moulded Sockliners provide exceptional comfort but also 

provides plenty of depth when removed if orthotics are required.  

The mesh is lighter than previous versions but more durable and 

supportive.  With 4E and D options, as well as Bunion Windows 

this upper perfectly blends volume, fit and comfort for that wider 

foot type. 

SHOE FIT: US 6-16; Wide (D, 4E).

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22  

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE:11 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200GEL-FOUNDATION 13

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T815N.4990 (4E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 DARK BLUE/BLACK/WHITE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T864N.4993 (D) 6-11,12,13 INDIGO BLUE/SILVER/SEASHELL PINK

A maximum support running shoe for the unstable foot 

that requires assistance to limit excessive pronation whilst 

accomodating wide feet that need brace like support.

A new and improved engineered mesh enhances durability, 

comfort and support whilst a Removable 8.5mm Moulded 

Sockliner provides exceptional comfort.

THE BENEFITS



SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM  
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION  
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

12 RUNNING  
NEUTRAL

Celebrating 20 years of cushioning excellence, the GEL-NIMBUS 

20 is a luxurious shoe laden with technology for the neutral foot 

type. Updates to the engineered gradient mesh upper provides 

more room in the toe area whilst ensuring adaptability without 

sacrificing support.  

Iconic ASICS features continue in this model, including 

strategically placed Rear & Forefoot GEL to aid in shock 

attenuation, whilst Guidance Line and Trusstic provides a smooth 

transition from ground strike to toe off.  

Ideal for runners with a neutral foot type looking for a plush, 

cushioned ride.  The shoe caters for a wide range of widths from 

Narrow (2A) to very wide (4E).

Whilst the GEL-Nimbus 19 midsole and outsole tooling carries 

over there’s been upgrades to the engineered gradient mesh 

upper and eye-stay design.   

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with 

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Resistance Rubber) minimising the 

effects of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of the 

outsole.  Blown Rubber in the Forefoot and strategically placed 

Flex Grooves optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency. 

MIDSOLE:  ASICS still utilises the FluidRide construction - a 

midsole technology combining FlyteFoam and SpEVA. The 

last has been tweaked to increase the width improving the 

fit of the shoe.  The midsole platform is secured by Trusstic 

support medially and laterally that guides the foot and resists 

the twisting-turning forces of running.  A Guidance Line assists 

transition from Rearfoot strike to Midfoot support and Forefoot 

propulsion for the neutral to high arch foot shape.  GEL units 

are strategically placed in the Rearfoot and Forefoot to reduce 

shock-impact loads.  This midsole also has gender specific 

cushioning.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Engineered gradient mesh with 3D 

printing provides a glove-like fit upper with the right amount of 

flex and adaptive support.  This is achieved by the introduction of 

varying knit densities in different areas of the upper,  which aims 

to get as close as possible to the deformation of the skin.  The new 

star shaped eye-stay design also improves static and dynamic fit. 

SHOE FIT: US 6-16 Standard & wide fittings  (2A, B, D, 2E, 4E). 

THE BENEFITS

 A premium cushioned running shoe for the neutral, to high arch 

foot type. The two layered midsole construction of FlyteFoam 

and SpEVA, along with strategically placed GEL units provides a 

luxurious cushioned ride whilst engineered gradient mesh with 

3D printing provides a glove-like fit upper with the right amount 

of flex and adaptive support. The new star shaped eye-stay 

design also improves static and dynamic fit. 

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 13 REAR: 23

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 25

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$240GEL-NIMBUS 20

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T800N.9790 7-12,13,14,15,16 CARBON/BLACK/SILVER

T800N.9090 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/BLACK/CARBON

T801N.9001 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/WHITE/CARBON

T802N.9001 (4E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/WHITE/CARBON

T800N.4101 7-12,13,14,15,16 ISLAND BLUE/WHITE/BLACK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T850N.9696 6-11,12,13 MID GREY/MID GREY/SEASHELL PINK

T850N.9090 6-11,12,13 BLACK/BLACK/CARBON

T853N.4949 (2A) 6-11,12,13 INDIGO BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/OPAL GREEN

T851N.4949 (D) 6-11,12,13 INDIGO BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/OPAL GREEN

T850N.1401 6-11,12,13 PORCELAIN BLUE/WHITE/ASICS BLUE



SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM  
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION  
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

13 RUNNING  
NEUTRAL

The GEL-CUMULUS 19 is a high cushioned shoe for the rigid 

and neutral foot that requires load attenuation and superior 

cushioning. A midsole of SpEVA 45, FluidRide and GEL (Rearfoot 

and Forefoot) provides high levels of cushioning. Shoe support 

includes a Guidance Trusstic and Guidance Running Line. AHAR 

(a high abrasion resistance rubber) and a Blown Rubber Forefoot 

combine for outsole durability and flexibility. A Removable 

Sockliner and a new engineered mesh without seams improves 

the fit and comfort of the shoe while 3M Reflectivity provides 

runners with a safety feature ensuring shoe visibility when used 

in darker conditions.

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with 

AHAR (a high abrasion resistance rubber) on the outsole at the 

heel strike zone ensuring shoe durability and longevity, whilst 

the Blown Rubber Forefoot and strategically placed Flex Grooves 

optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency. 

MIDSOLE: ASICS utilises propriety FluidRide - a specific midsole 

technology combining two different rubber compounds and 

SpEVA 45 midsole foam. These two systems provide a supportive 

cushioned, light midsole platform that is secured by a Trusstic 

support medially and laterally that guides the foot and resists 

the twisting-turning forces of running. A Guidance Running Line 

assists transition from Rearfoot strike to midfoot support and 

Forefoot propulsion for the neutral to high arch foot shape.

GEL units are strategically placed in the Rearfoot and Forefoot to 

reduce shock-impact loads and the midsole cushioned platform 

is different for male and female runners.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A Removable Moulded Sockliner 

that sits within the shoe improves the fit and comfort of the shoe. 

However, the main feature is the no seam engineered mesh with 

welded panels and 3D printing resulting in a true biomorphic fit 

that enables the foot and shoe to move in unison. The result is a 

more efficient ride, enhanced comfort and improved fit. Featuring 

an anatomical Removable Moulded Sockliner, the 2017 updates 

enhances the interaction between the foot and the shoe.

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 13 REAR: 23

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

THE BENEFITS

RRP
$200GEL-CUMULUS 19

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T7B3N.4990 7-12,13,14,15 INDIGO BLUE/BLACK/SAFETY YELLOW

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T7B8N.8888 6-11,12,13 ARUBA BLUE/ARUBA BLUE/TURKISH TILE

Incorporated into the midsole is a Guidance Trusstic that reduces 

shoe torsion and offers a platform of midfoot support. Guidance 

Running Line to assist transition from Rearfoot strike to midfoot 

support and Forefoot propulsion. Shoe durability is achieved by 

a high abrasive resistant compound rubber (AHAR) to reduce 

outsole wear. A Removable Moulded Sockliner that sits within 

the shoe improves the fit and comfort of the shoe while 3M 

Reflectivity provides runners with a safety feature ensuring shoe 

visibility when used in darker conditions.



SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM  
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION  
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

14 RUNNING  
NEUTRAL

The GEL-FLUX 5 is a neutral shoe for those that do not require 

stability but welcome a cushioned platform. This style replaces 

the GEL-PULSE that was previously in the range.  An updated 

seamless upper with engineered mesh and welded panels 

results in a comfortable and breathable fit, while a SpEVA 

platform and GEL units provide great cushioning and shock 

attenuation.  Suited for the neutral to high arch foot type.  

The GEL-FLUX 5 is a neutral shoe for those that do not require 

stability but welcome a cushioned platform. This style replaces 

the GEL-PULSE that was previously in the range.  

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with 

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Resistance Rubber) minimising the 

effects of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of the 

outsole.  Blown Rubber in the Forefoot and strategically placed 

Flex Grooves optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency.  

MIDSOLE: A SpEVA platform and GEL units reduce shock-impact 

loads. A Trusstic support resists the twisting-turning forces of 

running while the Guidance Line assists transition from Rearfoot 

strike to Midfoot support and Forefoot propulsion. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: An updated seamless upper with 

engineered mesh and welded panels results in a biomorphic fit 

thats comfortable and breathable. Removable Sockliners and a 

SpEVA lasting provides great underfoot comfort.  

SHOE FIT: US 6-16; Standard fit (B,D) 

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 13 REAR: 23

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

THE BENEFITS

RRP
$160GEL-FLUX 5

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T811N.9093 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/SILVER/CARBON

T811N.4390 7-12,13,14,15,16 DIRECTOIRE BLUE/BLACK/SAFETY YELLOW

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T861N.9601 6-11,12 MID GREY/WHITE/OPAL GREEN

T861N.5630 6-11,12 SMOKE BLUE/CANTELOUPE/PEACOAT

A neutral running shoe for those that require more cushioning 

than support. A SpEVA midsole, with front & rear GEL units 

provide comfort and cushioning while Removable Sockliners 

and a SpEVA lasting provides great underfoot comfort. Seamless 

engineering of the  mesh upper offers a breathable biomorphic 

fit. 



STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 20

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

15 RUNNING  
FAST

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T7D5N.0601 6-11,12 FLASH CORAL/WHITE/APRICOT ICE

RRP

$220DYNAFLYTE 2
MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T7D0N.9023 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/FIERY RED/SHOCKING ORANGE

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

THE BENEFITS

After debuting in 2016, DYNAFLYTE 2 returns as a performance

shoe that is already gaining a reputation as a staple offering

within the Fast Running Category. This shoe is all about

FlyteFoam, an ASICS R&D achievement that provides a neutral

yet supportive shoe for tempo interval running. The upper of

the shoe has been tweaked to provide a superior fit and feel by

introducing a no seam engineered mesh with welded panels and

3D printing results in a true biomorphic fit that enables the foot

and shoe to move in unison.

The DYNAFLYTE 2 is a fast paced tempo training shoe utilising a 

new ASICS midsole known as FlyteFoam that reduces the weight 

of the midsole dramatically but without compromising support or

loosing cushioning.

OUTSOLE: Strategically placed Flex Grooves provide Forefoot

flexibility while the Blown Rubber Forefoot also adds to the

cushioning effect the shoe provides.

MIDSOLE: Comprising no exposed GEL, the single density

midsole foam (FlyteFoam) weighs less than half standard EVA.

The engineering of FlyteFoam is designed to reduce deformation

under load so the midsole platform remains stable. Reinforced

by a Medial Trusstic Brace to neutralise medial foot deviation.

The midsole platform is only 8mm so the foot sits closer to the

ground.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Adapt Mesh Upper effortlessly wraps 

the foot into a snug cocoon pod providing a sense of security, 

but at the same time conforms and adjusts to the shape of the 

foot promoting a very comfortable feel. An anatomical moulded 

Removable Sockliner footbedincludes ComforDry keeping the foot 

dry and cushioned.

SHOE FIT: US 7-16; Standard fit (B,D)

The foot is protected from the harsh environmnet underfoot by 

a Rock Protection Plate and an Anti-Gravel tongue cocoons the 

foot from the outside environment. Blown Rubber Forefoot and 

srategicaly placed Flex Grooves optimise comfort an Forefoot 

propulsion efficiency while medial and lateral stability rails 

provide for better foot placement on uneven terrain. 



SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM  
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION  
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

RUNNING  
FAST16

The GEL-DS TRAINER 23 is designed for a runner seeking 

support from a lightweight, lower profile shoe. Stability features 

include Dynamic DuoMax, Guidance Line and a Propulsion 

Guidance Trusstic, all of which combine to offer support and 

excellent response, particularly for the Midfoot-Forefoot striker.  

The adaptable external Heel Counter and a new Adapt Mesh 

upper provide a glove-like fit with enhanced comfort and 

breathability. With the introduction of a full FlyteFoam midsole 

and updates to the upper there has been a 35g weight reduction 

vs its predecessor. 

GEL-DS TRAINER 23 is a structured shoe for those more 

mechanically efficient runners needing less support.  Also serves 

as a supportive fast-tempo training or race day shoe.

OUTSOLE: Durability by AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Resistance 

Rubber) minimises the effects of uneven outsole wear and 

prolongs the integrity of the outsole, while a Blown Rubber 

Forefoot enhances Forefoot flexibility.  An updated DuoSole offers 

great durability and supreme grip in wet conditions.  

MIDSOLE: The midsole includes a trifecta of cushioning and 

guidance features, with FlyteFoam, Dynamic DuoMax and a 

Propulsion Trusstic that combine to offer responsive cushioning 

and Midfoot support. Front and Rear GEL also assists with load 

attenuation and cushioning.  

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Features a seamless engineered 

Adapt mesh upper, External Heel Counter and Removable 

Moulded Sockliners. The shoe is better suited to a standard 

shaped (B, D) width foot.

SHOE FIT: US 6-15; Standard fit (B,D).

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 10 REAR: 20

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 19

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200GEL-DS TRAINER 23

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T818N.9090 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/BLACK/FLASH CORAL

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T868N.0690 6-11,12 FLASH CORAL/BLACK/CORALICIOUS

A performance running shoe with medial support for the 

moderately unstable foot. Adaptable external Heel Counter and 

a new Adapt Mesh upper provide a glove-like fit with enhanced 

comfort and breathability. 

FlyteFoam, Dynamic DuoMax and a Propulsion Trusstic combine 

to offer responsive cushioning and great Midfoot suppor while 

an updated DuoSole offers great durability and supreme grip in 

wet conditions.

THE BENEFITS



SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM 
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION 
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

17 RUNNING 
FAST

NOOSA FF 2 is an alternative to the DS Trainer within the Fast 

Running Category. It has a thicker midsole but no Dynamic 

DuoMax. The full-ground contact outsole provides good Midfoot 

support and a smooth transition from heel strike to toe-off.  

The full length FlyteFoam midsole provides excellent cushioning 

and protection whilst remaining lightweight. The seamless open 

Air Mesh Upper is extremely breathable and an internal Midfoot 

cage provides support and structure both medially and laterally.  

NOOSA FF 2 is an alternative to the DS Trainer within the Fast 

Running Category.

OUTSOLE: A stable full ground contact outsole with wet grip 

rubber for slippery conditions in Triathlon transition.

MIDSOLE: A generous FlyteFoam midsole provides a lightweight 

ride with excellent bounce back properties, cushioning and 

energy return between strides.  

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The seamless open Air Mesh Upper 

is extremely breathable and an internal Midfoot cage provides 

support and structure both medially and laterally.  

SHOE FIT: US 6-15;  Standard fi t (B,D).

STACK HEIGHTS
FORE: 14 REAR: 24

STACK HEIGHTS
FORE: 13 REAR: 23

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200NOOSA FF 2

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T819N.9001 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/WHITE/CARBON

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T869N.0690 6-11,12,13 FLASH CORAL/BLACK/SHOCKING ORANGE

A performance running shoe with a platform of FlyteFoam that 

attenuates load for the mechanically effi cient runner or those 

that need loads of cushioning.

The full length FlyteFoam midsole also provides a lightweight 

ride with consistent cushioning and durability while an extremely 

breathable open Air Mesh Upper allows for sock less wear. 

Internal Midfoot cage provides support and structure both 

medially and laterally.  

THE BENEFITS



MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T8A8N.8190 6-11,12,13 FOUR LEAF CLOVER/BLACK/CORAL CLOUD

RRP

$200GT-2000 6 TRAIL
MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

T8A3N.9090 (2E) 7-12,12.5,13,14,15,16,17 BLACK/BLACK/DARK FOREST

18

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

THE BENEFITS

An off-road inspired outsole provides additional traction to our 

popular GT-2000 running model.  A supportive, luxurious ride 

that helps bring out your adventurous spirit.  Updates to the 

midsole, upper and Heel Counter also results in a 15g weight 

reduction vs its predecessor. New FlyteFoam midsole with 

SpEVA top layer provides a cushioned, responsive ride whilst 

maintaining durability and longevity.  Entirely seamless upper 

with minimal overlays provides a comfortable and breathable 

fit, whilst the new Midfoot support system on the medial side 

provides protection to the overpronator. Iconic ASICS features 

remain such as strategically placed Rear & Forefoot GEL to aid in 

shock attenuation, as well as Dynamic DuoMax, Guidance Line 

and Guidance Trusstic to provide support and ensure a smooth 

transition from ground strike to toe off. Ideal for runners looking 

for a cushioned and responsive ride, with the versatility of use on 

bitumen or off-road trails. 

OUTSOLE: The impact zone at heel strike is reinforced with  

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Resistance Rubber) minimising the 

effects of uneven outsole wear and prolongs the integrity of the 

outsole.  Blown Rubber in the Forefoot and strategically placed 

Flex Grooves optimise comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency.  

Increased tread depth allows for better traction and response on 

a variety of terrains. 

MIDSOLE: The use of FlyteFoam combined with Dynamic 

DuoMax offers a blend of responsive cushioning and medial 

support. The 10mm pitch deloads the forces of running to the 

calfs, shins and achilles regions.  This in combination with 

a lateral to medial Guided Trusstic individualises the ride by 

supporting medial foot loads at designated areas along the 

medial aspect of the midsole. This configuration while bracing 

the foot, reduces torsional instability. The Guidance Line running 

from rear to front enhances full ground contact support, a key 

feature to optimise shoe support and foot stability.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Entirely seamless upper with 

minimal overlays provides a comfortable and breathable fit, 

whilst the new Midfoot support system on the medial side 

provides protection to that overpronator or hyper mobile foot 

type.  New adaptive Internal Heel Counter provides excellent heel 

fit and accommodates orthotics nicely if required.  Internally the 

Heel Counter uses a combination of Nylon/Spandex for comfort 

and improved durability.  Anatomical OrthoLite X40 Sockliners 

also help provide an individualised fit and feel to the user.

A stable off-road running shoe for the moderate overpronator.  

A new FlyteFoam midsole provides a cushioned yet responsive 

ride, whilst maintaining resilience and the longevity of the shoe.  

The introduction of FlyteFoam is the primary reason for this being 

the lightest GT-2000 ever.  New adaptive Internal Heel Counter 

also provides excellent heel fit to minimise any risk of slippage. 

A Nylon/Spandex heel lining also provides improved cushioning, 

comfort and durability while a new seamless upper ensures 

a comfortable, breathable fit with the Midfoot support system 

providing medial protection if required.

An aggressive outsole with increased tread depth provides 

traction and support on a variety of ground surfaces. 

SHOES SHOWN IN ORDER FROM  
MORE STRUCTURED PROTECTION  
TO LESS STRUCTURED PROTECTION

RUNNING  
TRAIL



TRAINING



The key features in the category of Training include:

Walking Heel Bevel - To assist with a fluent heel strike zone. 

Valgus - Removable Sockliner - The key feature is the 

Removable Sockliner that has a dual density (firmer and 

softer foam) which is wedged higher on the outside (lateral) to 

encourage the foot to roll inward (pronate) - movement that has 

been shown scientifically to assist the medially arthritic knee.

PHF - Internal shoe padding at the heel that protects the achilles 

Tendon and promotes shoe comfort.

DuoMax - A firmer midsole foam that provides the unstable, 

medially deviated foot with a supportive layer of firm foam that 

reduces the effects of over-pronated feet.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Provides midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

Bunion Window - Soft synthetic area on the medial Forefoot, 

reducing the risk of irritation.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from 

high impact loads of running.

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Rubber) - Located on the outer sole 

of the shoes and helps to reduce excessive wear.

Midsole Ramp 10mm - To reduce load on the calf and achilles 

region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active growth 

plates.

Solyte Midsole - A light weight midsole material that combines 

ASICS traditional EVA and SpEVA to promote a layer of protective 

cushioning and shoe durability.

Clutch Collar - The heel counter of the shoe is modified to 

provides a flexible support that conforms to different heel shapes 

improving fit and comfort of the shoe.

SpEVA - A lightweight EVA midsole material that increases load 

attenuation while supporting the midsole unit for longevity. 

Removable Sockliner - An anatomical moulded support for the 

foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort 

and improve shoe fitting. The Sockliner can be removed if using 

orthotics.

 

3M Reflectivity - Provides runners with a safety feature 

ensuring shoe visibility when used in darker conditions.

Rhyno Skin Toe Bumper - Promotes durability at the toe box 

when dragging motions of the foot are required during cross 

training.

The Sports Medicine Australia recommended range of ASICS Training shoes include 4 different models. 

This range of shoes caters for a wide variety of foot shapes and various terrains. The technology involves high resistance and traction  

outsoles to ensure sure footing.

FEATURES

20 TRAINING  
CONDITION



The GEL-800 XTR is a stability Cross Trainer for those that 

require structural support yet with premium support cushioning. 

The Blown Rubber Outsole promotes shoe flexibility on indoor 

and outdoor surfaces provoding Forefoot flexibility and comfort.

The GEL-800 XTR: A stability Cross Trainer for those that require 

a structural support yet with premium support cushioning. This 

is the only Cross Trainer in the marketplace that combines 

structural support with midsole cushioning. Blown Rubber 

Outsole promotes shoe flexibility on indoor and outdoor surfaces 

promoting Forefoot flexibility and comfort. The Herringbone 

outsole pattern ensures the shoe is a multipurpose Cross Trainer.

 

OUTSOLE: The use of a Blown Rubber Outsole, bevelled at the 

edges provides a quick release from the ground, offering shoe 

flexibility. The Herringbone outsole pattern ensures the shoe is a 

multipurpose Cross Trainer. However, the use of Blown Rubber 

whilst improving Forefoot flexibility will mean that the outsole is 

less durable. 

MIDSOLE: The shoe is a running based Cross Trainer using 

the Nimbus midsole; thus ideal for the foot requiring structural 

premium cushioning. A midfoot Trusstic and Guidance Line offers 

a stable platform for the neutral to mildly unstable foot and those 

that demand supportive cushioning. GEL units at the Rearfoot 

and Forefoot dampen the high impacts of exercise. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The fit of the shoe suits those with 

an average shape and those with bunion/ enlarged 1st toe joints 

by the use of a Bunion Window. The shoe utilises a Removal 

Sockliner that has a moulded anatomical shape to cushion the 

arch and a Clutch Collar Polyurethane tape to enhances fit.

Polyurethane tape at the collar enhances the fit of the shoe.

SHOE FIT: US 6-15; Standard fit (B,D).

21 TRAINING  
CONDITION

THE BENEFITS

 The Blown Rubber outsole with bevelled edges providing  

quick release from the ground and offers shoe flexibility and 

heightened comfort. A Herringbone Outsole enables this Cross 

Trainer to be used on indoor courts. Built on the midsole of the 

Nimbus provides the only Cross Trainer in the marketplace with a 

premium structured cushion midsole. 
STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 13 REAR: 23

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 25

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$220GEL-800XTR

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S611Y.9090 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/BLACK/SILVER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S661Y.9601 6-12,13 MID GREY/WHITE/BEGONIA PINK



22 TRAINING  
CONDITION

The GEL-540TR LEATHER is the most technical of ASICS cross 

trainers. A court based shoe, packed with supportive features 

to protect the foot from medial overload and twisting forces 

(DuoMax, Midfoot Trusstic Brace, FluidRide). A Guidance Line 

aids efficient movement from heel-toe that reduces medial foot 

overload while the midfoot platform of the shoe provides stable 

cushioning with SpEVA 55 and GEL units located at the front 

and back of the shoe under the metatarsals and heel. The shoe 

offers additional cushioning internally via PHF and a moulded 

anatomical internal sock-liner that also serves to improve the 

internal fitting of the shoe. Suited to standard or wide feet (D,2E).

The GEL-540TR LEATHER is the most technical of ASICS cross 

trainers. A court based shoe, it is packed with supportive features 

to protect the foot from medial overload and torsional loads.

OUTSOLE: The outsole consists of AHAR (a high abrasion 

resistance rubber) on the outsole at the heel strike zone ensuring 

shoe durability and longevity.

MIDSOLE: The shoe features medial posting (DuoMax) 

embedded into a SpEVA 55 midsole of supportive cushion. GEL 

Rearfoot and Forefoot units dampen high impact loads and a 

Guidance line extending aids lateral foot push-off support.

A medial and lateral connected Trusstic bridge (hardened 

moulded EVA) is a midfoot brace that links the Rearfoot with

the Forefoot improving shoe durability, torsional stiffness and 

incorporated with the laterally placed Guidance Line provides 

capacity for full ground contact support-a key feature to optimise 

shoe support and foot stability.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic leather and engineered 

mesh combine to create a durable, strong yet comfortable 

material that encases the foot. The shoe utilises a Removal 

Sockliner that has a moulded anatomical shape to cushion  

the arch.

SHOE FIT: US 5-13; D, 2E.

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 10 REAR: 20

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$180GEL-540TR LEATHER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S612Y.0191 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 WHITE/SILVER/BLACK

S612Y.1107 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 STONE GREY/SAFETY YELLOW/BLACK

S612Y.9099 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/ONYX/SHARK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S662Y.0114 (D) 6-11,12,13 WHITE/PORCELAIN BLUE/SILVER

S662Y.4988 (D) 6-11,12,13 INDIGO BLUE/ARUBA BLUE/WHITE



The GEL-195TR LEATHER is a running based Cross Trainer for 

the unstable foot needing medial support and protection from 

pronation forces. The shoe features medial posting (DuoMax) 

imbedded into a SpEVA midsole of supportive cushion. The 

Rearfoot strike zone is cushioned with a GEL unit whilst a 

moulded anatomical internal Sockliner improves the internal 

fitting of the shoe. The outsole consists of AHAR (a high abrasion 

resistance rubber) at the heel strike zone.

The GEL-195TR LEATHER is a running based Cross Trainer for 

the unstable foot needing medial support and protection from 

pronation forces. 

OUTSOLE: The outsole consists of AHAR (a high abrasion 

resistance rubber) on the outsole at the heel strike zone ensures 

shoe durability and longevity. 

MIDSOLE: The shoe features medial posting (DuoMax) 

embedded into a SpEVA midsole of supportive cushion. The 

Rearfoot foot strike zone is cushioned with a GEL unit. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The shoe utilises a Removal 

Sockliner that has a moulded anatomical shape to cushion the 

arch. A leather upper offers a supportive feeling of a traditional 

Cross Trainer.

SHOE FIT: US 6-16; (D, 2E).

23 TRAINING  
CONDITION

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$160GEL-195TR LEATHER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S709Y.0049 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 SNOW/INDIGO BLUE/SILVER

S710Y.0049 (4E) 8-12,13,14,15,16 SNOW/INDIGO BLUE/SILVER

S709Y.4990 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 DARK BLUE/BLACK/SILVER

S709Y.9090 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15,16 BLACK/BLACK/CARBON

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S759Y.0188 (D) 6-11,12,13 WHITE/ARUBA BLUE/SILVER

S759Y.9090 (D) 6-11,12,13 BLACK/BLACK/CARBON



24 TRAINING  
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Engineered for high performance in field sports such as hockey

and touch football, the GEL-TRIGGER 12 is also versatile 

enough to see an athlete through a long-distance road run. 

With an aggressive outsole configuration, SpEVA cushioning and 

DuoMax midsole construction, the foot stays supported through 

every pivot, jump and tackle. Meanwhile, GEL Rearfoot and 

Forefoot

units dampen the effects of high impact sports. Featuring ASICS’ 

signature AHAR rubber on the heel strike zone and a moulded 

anatomical internal sock-liner, the GEL-TRIGGER 12 is durable 

and versatile enough help athletes perform at their best in almost 

any sport.

The GEL-TRIGGER 12 is a supportive all purpose Cross Trainer 

with an aggressive outsole configuration that is ideal for field 

sports. 

OUTSOLE: The outsole consists of AHAR (a high abrasion 

resistance rubber) at the heel strike zone ensuring shoe durability 

and longevity. 

MIDSOLE: The shoe features medial posting (DuoMax) 

embedded into a SpEVA 55 midsole of supportive cushion. GEL 

Rearfoot and Forefoot units dampen high impact loads.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic leather and engineered 

mesh combine to create a durable, strong yet comfortable 

material that encases the foot. The shoe utilises a Removal 

Sockliner that has a moulded anatomical shape to cushion  

the arch. 

SHOE FIT: US 6-13; Standard fit.

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 10 REAR: 20

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 19

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$140GEL-TRIGGER 12

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S704Y.0190 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/BLACK/SILVER

S704Y.9099 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/ONYX/BLACK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

S754Y.9093 6-11,12 BLACK/SILVER/OPAL GREEN



KIDS



The key features in the category of Kids Running include:

DuoMax - A firmer midsole foam that provides the unstable, 

medially deviated foot with a supportive layer of firm foam that 

reduces the effects of over-pronated feet. 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Providing midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improving shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot 

from high impact loads of running

Solid Rubber Outsole - Ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

whilst strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot.

Midsole Ramp 10-12mm - Reducing load on the calf and  

achilles region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active 

growth plates.

FluidRide - A combination of two different rubber compounds 

providing a unique midsole platform of support and cushioning 

that strengthens the midsole platform of the shoe offering a 

stable base of cushioning and support.

Solyte Midsole - A light weight midsole material that combines 

ASICS traditional EVA and SpEVA to promote a layer of protective 

cushioning and shoe durability.

Removable Sockliner - Providing an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

The SMA approved ASICS kid’s range of Running shoes caters for a wide variety of foot shapes, accommodating the very unstable 

foot that needs support and stability in a running shoe to the efficient runner who will benefit from a neutral shoe.

FEATURES
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The GT-2000 6 GS is a supportive and cushioned shoe 

for young adults who over-pronate and need a stable platform 

shoe that does not collapse. The objective is to give a stable base 

and solid rubber outsole that are supported by a durable upper 

with Lace-up Eyestay. A stitched toe bumper provides durability, 

whilst a compression moulded EVA platform with DuoMax 

medially gives a very stable platform for the young athlete to 

move more efficiently during gait. A Removable Sockliner offers 

superior cushioning and fit.

The GT 2000 6 GS is a supportive and stable 

platform cushioned shoe for the grade schoolers needing an all 

purpose running shoe. The Removable Moulded Sockliner allows 

for removing if an orthosis is required by the professional.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity. Shoe 

durability is further enhanced with a protective toe-guard for foot 

drag.

MIDSOLE: The Dual Density EVA platform is reinforced 

with a midfoot Trusstic and DuoMax that provides midsole 

support for the shoe and also supports the arches of the 

feet, thus improving shoe durability and increasing torsional 

support. Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a lace up eyestay. 

Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, cushions 

the foot, increase comfort and improve shoe fit. 

SHOE FIT: US 1,2,3,4,5,6,7; Standard.
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 21

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 24

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$130GT-2000 6 GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C805N.9093 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/SILVER/FIERY RED

C805N.8990 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 SULPHUR SPRING/BLACK/WHITE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C805N.3393 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 PANSY/SILVER/BLACK

C805N.0601 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BEGONIA PINK/WHITE/FUCHSIA PURPLE



The GEL-CUMULUS 19 GS is a cushioned shoe built on a soft 

platform of compression foam. The shoe is best suited to a 

standard shaped foot (B,D) that needs high levels of cushioning. 

This is an everyday exercise shoe for a stable, high arch foot with 

additional Forefoot cushioning for running/ jumping sports.

The GEL-CUMULUS 19 GS is a cushioned shoe built on a soft 

platform of compression EVA with a full ground contact outsole. 

This is an everyday exercise shoe at school for young athletes 

requiring good cushioning and protection during running/ 

jumping sports.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot. The toe is stitched for added durability.

MIDSOLE: A single density soft moulded compression EVA 

platform provides a cushioned shoe that is further enhanced with 

GEL rearfoot internally to reduce the load forces.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Highly breathable and light 

weight nylon mesh covers most of the shoe giving great 

breathability around the midfoot and toe area of the shoe while a 

Removable Anatomical Sockliner for the foot to rest on, cushions 

the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US4,5,6,7; Standard (D)
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$120GEL-CUMULUS 19 GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C742N.4990 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 INDIGO BLUE/BLACK/SHOCKING ORANGE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C742N.0606 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BEGONIA PINK/BEGONIA PINK/BATON ROUGE
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 20

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 20

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$120GEL-NOOSA GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C711N.9743 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 CARBON/DIRECTOIRE BLUE/BLACK

C711N.9707 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 CARBON/SAFETY YELLOW/MID GREY

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C711N.1706 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 SEASHELL PINK/BEGONIA PINK/WHITE

C711N.8849 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ARUBA BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/FUCHSIA PURPLE

The GEL-NOOSA GS is for the young athlete that needs a light 

weight supportive cushioned shoe. Better suited to the efficient 

runner with a neutral foot type of standard width. A good race 

day shoe for Little Athletics.

The GEL-NOOSA GS is for the young athlete that needs a light 

weight supportive cushioned shoe. Better suited to the efficient 

runner with a neutral foot type (stable) this is a good race day 

shoe for Little Athletics. Should be used in combination with a 

more supportive shoe.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the foot.

MIDSOLE: The midsole platform offers a supportive cushion of 

compression EVA built on a 8mm midsole ramp to help provide 

midfoot support and contributes to shoe durability and torsional 

support. Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot 

from high impact loads of running.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Engineered mesh provides a 

breathable and light weight material that envelopes the foot 

while a Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, 

cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The 

Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 18

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 18

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GT-1000 6 GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C740N.9007 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/SAFETY YELLOW/WHITE

C740N.4504 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 VICTORIA BLUE/TAI-CHI YELLOW/DARK BLUE

C740N.1123 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 STONE GREY/CLASSIC RED/BLACK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C740N.5649 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 SMOKE BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/BEGONIA PINK

C740N.8797 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 PATINA GREEN/CARBON/OPAL GREEN

C740N.9506 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 APRICOT ICE/FLASH CORAL/CANTELOUPE

The GT-1000 6 GS is a supportive and protective shoe for the 

young athlete that needs medial foot support. This is a solid shoe 

for the active runner well suited to a standard shaped foot width. 

The GT-1000 6 GS is a supportive and protective shoe for the 

young athlete that needs medial foot support for the unstable 

foot. A solid shoe for the active runner.

 

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the foot.

MIDSOLE: The midsole platform offers a supportive cushion 

of compression EVA built on a 10-12mm midsole ramp 

incorporating DuoMax Trusstic, enhancing shoe durability and 

torsional support. The medial shoe platform support  

(DuoMax) reduces the effects of excessive medial pronation. 

Rearfoot GEL units provide an additional layer of cushioning to 

aid load attenuation and protect the foot from high impact loads  

of running.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Engineered mesh provides a 

breathable and light weight material that envelopes the foot 

while a Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, 

cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The 

Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard
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The GEL-CONTEND 4 GS is a cushioned shoe built on a soft 

platform of compression foam. The shoe is best suited to a 

standard shaped foot (B,D) that needs high levels of cushioning. 

This is an everyday exercise shoe for a stable, high arch foot with 

additional Forefoot cushioning for running/ jumping sports.

The GEL-CONTEND 4 GS is a cushioned shoe built on a soft 

platform of compression EVA. This is an everyday exercise shoe 

for a stable, high arch foot with additional Forefoot cushioning for 

running/ jumping sports.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the foot.

MIDSOLE: A single density soft moulded compression EVA 

platform provides a cushioned shoe that is further enhanced with 

GEL Forefoot pads to reduce the load forces at propulsion.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Engineered mesh provides a 

breathable and light weight material that envelopes the foot 

while a Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, 

cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The 

Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard (D)

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE :8.1 REAR: 17.2

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8.1 REAR: 17.2

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$90GEL-CONTEND 4 GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C707N.0199 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/ONYX/CLASSIC RED

C707N.4901 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 DARK BLUE/WHITE/GREEN GECKO

C707N.9023 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/FIERY RED/SHOCKING ORANGE

C707N.9099 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 TRIPLE/BLACK/ONYX

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C707N.0188 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/ARUBA BLUE/SILVER

C707N.1406 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 PORCELAIN BLUE/FLASH CORAL/DIRECTOIRE BLUE

C707N.4914 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 INDIGO BLUE/PORCELAIN BLUE/ORCHID



The GEL-FIRESTORM 3 is a lightweight Track and Field shoe 

built on a running shoe base rather than using a traditional 

racing spike. The shoe is well suited to the stable, efficient foot 

for athletic events such as Little Athletics carnivals and School 

competitions. This should be considered a supplementary 

performance shoe rather than a primary running shoe.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). The Forefoot has multi-directional 

lugs that grip the running surface to assist with efficient 

propulsion for sprinting activities. The outsole is durable due 

to Rubber outsole while strategically placed flex points provide 

flexibility for the foot.

MIDSOLE: The midsole platform is stabilised by a medially 

placed (Trusstic) that also assists with midsole durability. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Engineered mesh provides a 

breathable and light weight material that envelopes the foot 

while a Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, 

cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The 

Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics. 

SHOE FIT: US1K13,1-7; Standard 

32 TRACK & FIELD  
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THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GEL-FIRESTORM 3

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C528Y.4101 K13,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 HAWAIIAN SURF/WHITE/NEON LIME

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C528Y.3901 K13,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 AIRY BLUE/WHITE/ROUGE RED



The key features in the category of Kids Cross Trainers include:

DuoMax - A firmer midsole foam that provides the unstable, 

medially deviated foot with a supportive layer of firm foam that 

reduces the effects of over-pronated feet.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Providing midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot 

from high impact loads of running.

Solid Rubber Outsole - Ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

whilst strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot.

Midsole Ramp 10mm - Reducing load on the calf and  

achilles region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active 

growth plates.

Removable Sockliner - Providing an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

The SMA approved ASICS kid’s range of Cross Training shoes offers a range of Cross-Trainers divided into running, court and turf. 

The range caters for the unstable foot that needs support and stability to the efficient foot who will benefit from a neutral shoe.

FEATURES
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The GEL-800XTR GS has had a transformation, becoming 

the first ever training shoe to use Blown Rubber that improves 

Forefoot flexibility and foot responsiveness to the ground surface. 

This shoe is ideal for indoor/ outdoor exercise promoting foot 

cushioning, shoe flexibility and a range of protective features.

The GEL-800 XTR GS has had a transformation, becoming 

the first ever training shoe to use Blown Rubber that improves 

Forefoot flexibility and foot responsiveness to the ground surface. 

This shoe is ideal for indoor/ outdoor exercise promoting foot 

cushioning, shoe flexibility and a range of protective features.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the foot.

MIDSOLE: The platform is reinforced with DuoMax and Trusstic 

system that provides protective support for the medially deviated, 

unstable foot. Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units provide an 

additional layer of cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the 

foot from high impact loads of running.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Featuring a synthetic leather 

upper. A Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, 

cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The 

Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 21

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$120GEL-800XTR GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C645Y.9090 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/BLACK/SILVER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C645Y.4993 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 INDIGO BLUE/SILVER/AIRY BLUE



The GEL-540TR GS LEATHER is a supportive Cross Trainer 

built on a running shoe platform for a stable foot that still needs 

support and protection from the multi-directional forces of kids 

sport. Suitable for a wide range of sports, the GEL-540TR 

GS LEATHER fits a Standard shaped foot that provides a 

combination of midfoot support and cushioning at the Forefoot 

and Rearfoot.

The GEL-540TR GS LEATHER is a supportive Cross Trainer

built on a running shoe platform for a stable foot that still

needs support and protection from the multi-directional forces 

of kids sport.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the foot.

MIDSOLE: The platform is reinforced with DuoMax and Trusstic 

system that provides protective support for the medially deviated, 

unstable foot. Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units provide an 

additional layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect 

the foot from high impact loads of running.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic Leather upper offers a 

durable covering for the foot that aids longevity while offering 

more support than an engineered mesh upper construction.

Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, cushions 

the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard 
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8 REAR: 17

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8 REAR: 17

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$110GEL-540TR GS LEATHER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C646Y.0191 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/SILVER/BLACK

C646Y.1107 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 STONE GREY/SAFETY YELLOW/BLACK

C646Y.9099 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/ONYX/SHARK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C646Y.0114 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/PORCELAIN BLUE/SILVER

C646Y.4988 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 INDIGO BLUE/ARUBA BLUE/WHITE

C646Y.0100 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/SNOW/SILVER



The GEL-195TR GS LEATHER is a supportive Cross Trainer 

built on a court shoe platform. Designed for the foot that needs 

protective medial support for the unstable foot, this shoe is ideal 

for court based surfaces.

The shoe fits a standard shaped foot that provides a combination 

of a supportive midsole and leather upper that protects the foot 

while providing shoe durability.

The GEL-195TR GS LEATHER is a supportive Cross Trainer 

built on a court shoe platform. Designed for the foot that needs 

protective medial support for the unstable foot, this shoe is ideal 

for court based surfaces.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and durable 

outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, whilst 

strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the foot.

MIDSOLE: The platform is reinforced with DuoMax and Trusstic 

System that provides protective support for the medially deviated, 

unstable foot. Rearfoot GEL units provide an additional layer of 

cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from high 

impact loads of foot strike during court sports.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic Leather upper offers a 

durable covering for the foot that aids longevity whilst offering 

more support than an engineered mesh upper construction.

Removable anatomical Sockliner for the foot to rest on, 

cushioning the foot, increasing comfort and improving shoe fit. 

The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US 1-7; Standard fit 
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 10 REAR:20 

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 10 REAR: 20

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GEL-195TR GS LEATHER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C738Y.0049 K12,K13,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 SNOW/INDIGO BLUE/SILVER

C738Y.4990 K12,K13,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 DARK BLUE/BLACK/SILVER

C738Y.9090 K12,K13,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/BLACK/CARBON

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C738Y.0188 K12,K13,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/ARUBA BLUE/SILVER



The GEL-TRIGGER 12 GS is a supportive Cross Trainer built on 

a turf shoe platform. Designed for the foot that needs medial 

support to offer stability and protection. This shoe is ideal for 

outdoor grass surfaces when traction is needed. The GEL-

TRIGGER 12 GS fits a Standard shaped foot that provides a 

combination of support and cushioning at the Forefoot  

and Rearfoot.

The GEL-TRIGGER 12 GS is a supportive Cross Trainer built on 

a turf shoe platform. Designed for the foot that requires medial 

support to offer stability and protection. This shoe is ideal for 

outdoor grass surfaces when traction is needed.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber) that has an aggressive traction 

enhanced outsole providing a supportive base for multi-

directional outdoor grass surfaces.

MIDSOLE: The platform is reinforced with DuoMax and Trusstic 

system that provides protective support for the medially deviated, 

unstable foot. Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units provide an 

additional layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect 

the foot from high impact loads of running.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic Leather upper offers a 

durable covering for the foot that aids longevity while offering 

more support than an engineered mesh upper construction.

Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, cushions 

the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard 
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9.5 REAR: 18.5

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9.5 REAR: 18.5

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GEL-TRIGGER 12 GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C704Y.0190 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/BLACK/SILVER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C704Y.9099 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/ONYX/BLACK



The key features in the category of Running Kids PS shoes 

include:

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Providing midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, inproving shoe 

durability and increases torsional support

Toe Guard - The outsole wrapped over the front of the shoe 

to improve durability when the child ‘toe drags’ when doing 

activities. It is stitched to the upper material to help prevent 

delamination.

Rearfoot GEL - To provide an additional layer of cushioning to  

aid load attenuation and protect the foot from high impact loads 

of running.

Solid Rubber Outsole - Ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

whilst strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot.

Midsole Ramp 8mm - Reducing load on the calf and achilles 

region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active  

growth plates.

Removable Sockliner - provides an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

The ASICS pre-school kid’s Runnning range (sizes K10 - 3) approved by Sports Medicine Australia comprise 7 different models. The 

shoes offer a combination of high level cushioning to shoes that have more midfoot support (PRE-CONTEND 4 PS, GT 1000 6 PS, 

GEL-NOOSA TRI PS).

FEATURES
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The GEL-NOOSA PS featured medial support for the unstable 

foot. The shoe is secured to the foot by a Velcro closure reinforced 

by laces. A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe 

cushioning and improves shoe fit.

The GEL-NOOSA PS is a support shoe with medial foot support 

for the unstable foot.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). Ensuring shoe durability and 

longevity.

MIDSOLE: Compression EVA platform providing a cushioned 

supportive platform is reinforced with a medial column of dual 

density support. Rearfoot GEL units provide an additional layer of 

cushioning.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination of 

laces and velcro closures. Removable anatomical sockliner for the 

foot to rest on, cushions the foot, increased comfort and improves 

shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; 1-3; Standard 

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GEL-NOOSA PS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C712N.9743 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 CARBON/DIRECTOIRE BLUE/BLACK

C712N.9707 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 CARBON/SAFETY YELLOW/MID GREY

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C712N.1706 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 SEASHELL PINK/BEGONIA PINK/WHITE



40 RUNNING  
KIDS PS

The GEL-1000 6 PS is a supportive and cushioned shoe for 

pre-school pronators. To secure the foot properly, a stable base 

and solid rubber outsole are supported by a velcro closure 

reinforced with laces. A P-Guard Bumper provides durability, 

whilst a compression EVA platform and Removable Sockliner 

offer superior cushioning and fit.

The GEL-1000 6 PS is a support cushion shoe for the pre-

schooler who needs a stable base that secures to the foot by a 

velcro closure reinforced by laces.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity. Shoe 

durability is further enhanced with a protective toe-guard for foot 

drag (P-Guard Bumper).

MIDSOLE: Single compression EVA platform is reinforced with 

a midfoot Trusstic that provides midsole support for the shoe 

by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe durability 

and increases torsional support. Rearfoot GEL units provide an 

additional layer of cushion.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination 

of laces and velcro closures. Removable anatomical sockliner 

for the foot to rest on, cushions the foot, increase comfort and 

improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; 1-3; Standard 

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.8 REAR: 15.6

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.8 REAR: 15.6

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$90GT-1000 6 PS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C741N.5649 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 SMOKE BLUE/INDIGO BLUE/BEGONIA PINK

C741N.8797 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 PATINA GREEN/CARBON/OPAL GREEN

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C741N.9007 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 BLACK/SAFETY YELLOW/WHITE

C741N.4504 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 VICTORIA BLUE/TAI-CHI YELLOW/DARK BLUE

C741N.1123 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 STONE GREY/CLASSIC RED/BLACK



The PRE-CONTEND 4 PS is a support cushion shoe for the 

pre-schooler who needs a stable base (Compression EVA) that 

secures to the foot by a velcro closure reinforced by laces. The 

P-Guard Bumper helps protect the front of the shoe against 

scuffing the foot providing shoe durability. A Removable Sockliner 

provides further internal shoe cushioning and improves shoe fit.

The PRE-CONTEND 4 PS is a support cushion shoe for the 

pre-schooler who needs a stable base that secures to the foot by 

a velcro closure reinforced by laces. 

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring longevity. Shoe durability is further 

enhanced by incorporating a protective toe-guard for foot drag 

(P-Guard Bumper).

MIDSOLE: A single compression EVA platform provides a 

cushioned base of support. Rearfoot GEL units provide an 

additional layer of cushioning.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination of 

laces and velcro closures. Removable anatomical sockliner for the 

foot to rest on, cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves 

shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; 1-3; Standard 
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KIDS PS

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.5 REAR: 16

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.5 REAR: 16

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$80PRE-CONTEND 4 PS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C709N.0199 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 WHITE/ONYX/CLASSIC RED

C709N.4901 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 DARK BLUE/WHITE/GREEN GECKO

C709N.9023 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 BLACK/FIERY RED/SHOCKING ORANGE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C709N.0188 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 WHITE/ARUBA BLUE/SILVER

C709N.1406 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 PORCELAIN BLUE/FLASH CORAL/DIRECTOIRE BLUE

C709N.4914 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 INDIGO BLUE/PORCELAIN BLUE/ORCHID



GEL-540 TR PS LEATHER is a cross training versatile shoe 

for the pre-schooler that needs support. The leather upper with 

laces and velcro closing system provides security for the foot, 

while the upper of the shoe is reinforced with P-Guard Bumper. 

Solid rubber outsole and midfoot support features provide a 

stable base of support for the growing foot exposed to a wide 

variety of activities while GEL units provide cushioning qualities. 

A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

GEL-540 TR PS LEATHER is a cross training versatile shoe for 

the pre-schooler that needs support. 

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). Provides a stable and durable 

outsole base ensuring longevity. Shoe durability is further 

enhanced by incorporating a protective toe-guard for foot drag 

(P-Guard Bumper).

MIDSOLE: A single compression EVA platform provides a 

cushioned base of support that is reinforced with a midfoot 

trusstic improving durability and longevity of the shoe. Rearfoot 

GEL units provide an additional layer of cushioning.

 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination of 

laces and velcro closures. Removable anatomical sockliner for the 

foot to rest on, cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves 

shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; 1-3; Standard 
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STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.2 REAR: 15.4

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.2 REAR: 15.4

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GEL-540TR PS LEATHER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C647Y.0191 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 WHITE/SILVER/BLACK

C647Y.1107 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 STONE GREY/SAFETY YELLOW/BLACK

C647Y.9099 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 BLACK/ONYX/SHARK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C647Y.0114 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 WHITE/PORCELAIN BLUE/SILVER

C647Y.4988 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 INDIGO BLUE/ARUBA BLUE/WHITE



The GEL-TRIGGER 12 PS is a cross training versatile shoe for 

pre-schoolers with a neutral foot. Built around the cushioning 

and support of a compression EVA platform, a laced leather 

upper is reinforced with a protective P-Guard Bumper, whilst a 

velcro closing systems secures the shoe to the foot. A patterned 

outsole of lugs offers grip and traction that is perfect for the 

playground, sand pits or a tough day at pre-school. Meanwhile, 

a Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and a better fit.

The GEL-TRIGGER 12 PS is a cross training versatile shoe for 

the neutral foot that does not require medial column support. 

The patterned outsole of lugs offer grip and traction ideal for 

outdoor use such as playgrounds, sand pits and a tough day at 

preschool.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). Ensuring shoe durability and 

longevity. Shoe durability is further enhanced by incorporating a 

protective toe-guard for foot drag (P-Guard Bumper).

MIDSOLE: A single Compression EVA platform provides a 

cushioned base of support that is reinforced with a rubber 

midfoot trusstic that provides support for the foot and improves 

durability and longevity of the shoe. Rearfoot GEL units provide 

an additional layer of cushion.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination 

of laces and velcro closures. Removable anatomical sockliner 

for the foot to rest on, cushions the foot, increases comfort 

and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using 

orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; 1-3; Standard 

43 TRAINING 
KIDS PS

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8 REAR: 16.1

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8 REAR: 16.1

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$90GEL-TRIGGER 12 PS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C705Y.0190 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 WHITE/BLACK/SILVER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C705Y.9099 K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 BLACK/ONYX/BLACK



RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR44

The NOOSA TS is a support shoe with medial support for the 

unstable foot that needs some pronation support.

The NOOSA TS is a support shoe with medial support for the 

unstable foot that needs some pronation support.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber) ensuring shoe durability and 

longevity. 

MIDSOLE: Compression EVA platform providing a cushioned 

support platform is reinforced with a medial column of dual 

density support. Further stability is provided by reinforcing the 

midfoot Trusstic which supports the arches of the feet, improves 

shoe durability and increases torsional support. Rearfoot GEL 

units provide an additional layer of cushion.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination of 

laces and velcro closures. 

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; Standard

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 5.5 REAR: 7

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 5.5 REAR: 7

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$70NOOSA TS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C713N.9707 K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9 CARBON/SAFETY YELLOW/MID GREY

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C713N.1706 K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9 SEASHELL PINK/BEGONIA PINK/WHITE



RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR45

The PRE-CONTEND TS is a support shoe for the

toddler who needs a stable base (Compression EVA) that

secures to the foot by a Velcro closure reinforced by laces. 

The PRE-CONTEND TS is a support cushion shoe for the

toddler who needs a stable base that secures to the foot by

a velcro closure reinforced by laces.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and

durable outsole base ensuring longevity. 

MIDSOLE: A single compression EVA platform provides a

cushioned base of support. Rearfoot GEL units provide an

additional layer of cushioning.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination of

laces and velcro closures. 

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; Standard 

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 5.5 REAR: 7

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 5.5 REAR: 7

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$65PRE-CONTEND TS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C815N.9023 K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9 BLACK/FIERY RED/SHOCKING ORANGE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C815N.1701 K4,K5,K6,K7,K8,K9 SEASHELL PINK/WHITE/SILVER
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